DeskTalker

®

Wireless Intercom System

There are two common ways for administrative personnel to
communicate with outside personnel equipped with 2-way radios. One
way is to use a wired extension to remotely access a common fixed
radio or base station. This is expensive, both to purchase and to
maintain.
The second alternative is to use a portable radio sitting in a desk
charger which is guaranteed to burn up batteries and add to
maintenance cost. Additionally, the user either has to pick up the radio
or microphone to talk.
The better alternative is the DeskTalker. Measuring only 1.4" H x 3.8"
W by 5.6" L, the DeskTalker requires less room than a desk calculator!
In many applications, no external antenna is required or even a
microphone since it uses a press to talk bar on the top of the unit. Just
plug it into an AC outlet and you are ready to talk!
DeskTalker costs only a little more than a good portable radio but in the
long run it will cost less since there are no batteries to replace and,
unlike a portable, the DeskTalker does not suddenly vanish when
someone needs a radio!
DeskTalker can be used in conjunction with most VHF or UHF analog
radios and is ideal for keeping in touch with others, activating an
emergency notification system, answering remote call boxes or
monitoring the weather (VHF model only). You're going to wonder how
you ever got along without DeskTalker!

Ideal For A Variety of Needs...
• Hospitals • Municipalities • Plants • Schools

Specifications
Frequency Bands - VHF, UHF, or MURS
Channel capacity - Up to 10
Program options - Alert tone, Page, Scan
Tone options - CTCSS, DCS, 2-Tone, DTMF
Transmitter power output - 2000 mW
Audio power output - 1000 mW
Dimensions - 1.4"H x 3.8" W x 5.6"L
Weather Alert - VHF only

Quick Pricing Guide
DT-101V - VHF model with flex antenna
DT-101U - UHF model with flex antenna
DT-101M - MURS model with flex antenna
DT-101A - External antenna (RAM-1545)
DT-101C - 12 volt power cord for mobile use
DT-101B - Vehicle mounting bracket
DT-101S - Speaker-microphone
DT-101E - External speaker for mobile use

$349
$349
$349
$58
$16
$9
$19
$36
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